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Introduction
This Technical Memorandum is the fifth of five reports to be developed for the Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) Analysis for the Great Northern Corridor (GNC):
Technical Memorandum #1: The Great Northern Corridor Infrastructure and Operations Assessment Report
provides a comprehensive description of the GNC from a freight multimodal infrastructure and operations
perspective.
Technical Memorandum #2: Freight and Commodity Flow Analysis analyzes the region’s economic data in
terms of commodities, trade, and logistics to examine the current and future demands on the GNC and to lay
groundwork for the associated economic activity going forward.
Technical Memorandum #3: GNC Scenario Planning and SWOT Analysis recaps the Scenario Planning
workshop held in Vancouver, Washington, in May 2014 and uses the outcomes of that workshop, along with an
analysis of trends and issues facing freight transportation now and into the future, to formulate an initial SWOT
analysis.
Technical Memorandum #4: The GNC Economic and Environmental Impacts Analysis quantifies the economic
and environmental benefits resulting from freight movement and related activity on the Corridor.
Technical Memorandum #5: Freight Movement System and Project Prioritization dives more deeply into
analyzing and identifying the project types (and specific projects) that would help achieve the GNC’s mission,
including developing criteria and a detailed prioritization methodology.
The Final Report: The SWOT Analysis of the Great Northern Corridor presents a concise, compelling story
about the economic, societal, and environmental value of the GNC to the communities and industries it serves and
provides context for the important role the Corridor plays in the national economic welfare of the United States.
The final report also analyzes the ability of the GNC to support freight dependent industries and identifies projects
to further the goals of the Coalition.
This memo is organized into five primary sections:
1. Process for the Identifying Essential Improvements and Initiatives of the Great Northern Corridor
2. Project Prioritization Methodology
3. Pilot Project Evaluation
4. Completion of the Project Matrix (or List)
5. Recommended Project Initiatives for Further Development in Phase II
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Chapter 1: Identification of Essential Improvements
and Initiatives
The projects and initiatives identified in this task attempt to represent the types of projects and initiatives required
to achieve the Corridor’s goals and objectives over the next 10 years. The identified project types were used to
categorize the project lists into priority areas of action. The intent of this memo is to identify the types of projects
and initiatives that, when implemented, will leverage the Corridor’s ability to continue to serve its communities
and customers, enabling each state’s economy to grow strategically. The first step in identifying the essential
improvements and initiatives for the Corridor was to collect projects from each state based on public information
sources such as State Rail Plans and Freight Mobility Project lists as well as stakeholder input. Once the projects
were catalogued, data was collected on each project. This list of projects was used in the scenario planning
session discussed in Technical Memorandum 3 as a visual reference tool. During the scenario planning session,
potential initiatives were also collected for further discussion.
Exhibit 1 represents a summary by state of the projects identified before the scenario workshop. A full list of
these projects can be found in Appendix G.
Exhibit 1: Summary by State of Projects Catalogued for the Scenario Workshop

State

Number of Project identified
before scenario workshop

Oregon

50

Washington

55

Idaho

13

Montana

0

Minnesota

11

North Dakota

0

Wisconsin

9

Illinois

2
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Identification of Refined Coverage Area
To inform the Corridor stakeholders of the identified improvements and initiatives for enhancing efficient freight
operations in the GNC, the project lists were refined. Many projects on the initial list, especially in Oregon, are a
distance from the Corridor. Thus, the second step in the project identification process was to refine the inclusion
area to counties within 20 miles of the Great Northern Corridor. This was important so that the project lists could
reflect improvements that best increase the efficiency and fluidity of the Corridor at this time.
Exhibit 2 shows the GNC’s initial coverage area as described in Tech Memo 1. This map consists of railroad and
highway networks that connect the deepwater ports, river and inland ports, rail terminals, and counties on the
Corridor. The list of projects delivered in this task will be sited within the counties within 20 miles of the Great
Northern Corridor as indicated in dark green in Exhibit 2.
Exhibit 2: GNC Counties for Project List
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Chapter 2: Project Prioritization Methodology
The project priority analysis began by evaluating project feasibility and identifying fatal flaws. Based on
the initial collection of projects, it was recommended that this task identify and define the types of
projects and project evaluation criteria instead of attempting to create a prioritized list of all potential
projects at this stage of study. Once the project types were selected and refined, a list of potential projects
meeting the Coalition’s goals and objectives was created and categorized into these project types.
The next step was to finalize the project evaluation criteria on which future potential projects could be
evaluated and prioritized. A sample of well-defined construction-ready projects was selected as examples
to test the methodology. These examples were chosen from projects that have been fully documented as
to their total costs, funding plans, benefits, and partnerships such as TIGER projects. Documentation
packages for the 14 TIGER applications submitted by Coalition members were used to initially score
these example projects against the Coalition’s draft project evaluation criteria. Project evaluation criteria
are recommended in the memo. Based on information learned from this sample evaluation process, the
criteria may need to be further refined in the future as this research progresses.

Identification of Potential Projects
Team members have begun identifying a list of potential projects and their attributes, e.g., the type of
project, the project location, the problem being addressed, and the estimated cost. The projects have been
identified from multiple sources: projects were collected from each of the eight State Rail Plans, from the
projects submitted by GNC members during the TIGER VI application process, from the analysis
performed in Task 5, and from additional stakeholder input. Stakeholder input was obtained through a
combination of the GNC survey performed under Tech Memo 1, the January 2014 TAC meeting,
submissions from the members on their Tiger VI application information, the May 2014 future scenario
workshop, and the eight state Department of Transportation representatives. The potential project list in a
draft status can be found in Appendix G of this memo. A matrix was designed to record the following
project attributes for each project:
Project Name
State, City
Railroad
Sponsor, Contact Information
Total Project Cost
Funding Gap
Implementation (Est. Completion) Date
Project Description
Problem Being Addressed
Benefits to GNC
Public Benefits of the Project
Project Readiness:
 Is ROW purchase complete? Y/N (if not, anticipated date)
 Is Environmental complete? Y/N (if not, anticipated date)
 Is the project in the respective State Plan? Y/N
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The initial information gathering has started, and project data is collected and populated into columns in
the matrix when known. The biggest challenge has been the availability of data for each named project.

Project Types
Ultimately, the projects will be organized by project type. Using the MAP-21 guidance as a baseline, the
following is a list of the draft project type categories that the Executive Technical Advisory Committee
(ETAC) initially considered:
 Intermodal Connector Improvements
 Rail-Highway Grade Separations
 Community Impact Reduction such as a rail relocation project
 Road Capacity Improvements, including Interchange Improvements, truck lanes, etc.
 Safety improvements
 Port Access
 Rail Capacity Enhancements
 Technology Enhancements
 Port Expansion Projects
 Rail Grade Separations
 Policies and Initiatives
Upon review, this list of project types was revised to a smaller number of categories. The original project
type list was reduced from 11 types down to the five types listed below:
1. Economic Development
a. Port terminal expansion and improvements
b. Industrial park development and improvements
2. Community Impact and Safety Improvements
a. At-grade crossing safety improvements
b. Rail-Highway Grade Separations
c. Rail relocation project
3. First/Last Mile Improvements
a. Intermodal connector improvements
b. Roadway improvements, including Interchange Improvements, truck lanes, etc.
c. Port access and connections
4. Rail Capacity Enhancements
Includes Rail over Rail Grade Separation and Technology Enhancements
5. Policies and Initiatives

Draft List of Project Types with Tiger 2014 Examples
1. Economic Development
a. Port terminal expansion and improvements
b. Industrial park development and improvements
Examples:
o Kalispell/FCEDA Rail Park
o Connecting the Inland Pacific Hub Multimodal Centers to the Global Marketplace
o Port of Quincy Intermodal Terminal Infrastructure Expansion
o Port of Seattle Terminal 46 Modernization – Seattle, Washington
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o Port of Tacoma Terminal 4 Pier Modernization – Tacoma, Washington
2. Community Impact and Safety Improvements
a. At-grade crossing safety improvements
b. Rail-Highway Grade Separations
c. Rail relocation project
Examples:
o Port of Longview SR 432 At-Grade Highway/Rail Crossing Elimination project Longview, Washington – Planning grant requested
o S.E. Main Avenue/20th Street/21st Street Railroad Grade Separation Project - Moorhead,
Minnesota
o Willmar Connection and Intermodal Spur- Willmar, Minnesota
3. First/Last Mile Improvements
a. Intermodal connector improvements
b. Roadway improvements, including interchange improvements, truck lanes, etc.
c. Port access and connections
Examples:
o Northern Columbia Basin Rail – Planning grant requested
o Port of Portland Marine Terminal Freight and Jobs Access Project - Portland, Oregon
o Pembina/Emerson Gateway Project (land port of entry)
4. Rail Capacity Enhancements
Includes Rail over Rail Grade Separation and Technology Enhancements
Examples:
o North Portland and Peninsula Junction Passenger and Freight Rail Improvements Project –
Portland, Oregon
o East Metro Rail Fluidity Project: BNSF/UP Grade Separation – St. Paul, Minnesota Planning grant requested
o Skagit River Bridge Replacement and Roadway Improvements – Planning grant requested
5. Policies and Initiatives (This is an initial list of potential policies and initiatives that the Coalition
considered. A refined list of initiatives can be found in Chapter 5.)
o Identification of the Corridor as having National and Regional Significance
o Harmonization of regulations across federal state and local agencies, as well as
harmonization of regulations/policies along the Corridor
o Corridor-wide planning, including the following:
 Technology advancements – To improve the efficiency of train operations
 Improved Multi-modal linkages, especially north and south to support the Rail
Corridor
 Develop a Corridor-wide environmental planning document that can be
incorporated into individual project environmental analysis, allowing many of the
review steps to be completed once rather than repeated for every project on the
Corridor. This could be a Tier I EIS or a Planning and Environmental Linkage
study that defines the purpose and need and other elements of environmental
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o

o

o

review for the Corridor as a whole, then used as a base for project specific
environmental review.
 Programmatic approach to prioritize and fund grade crossing improvements
Develop a Unified Corridor Investment program
 Prepare a comprehensive project list that includes projects on state project lists as
well as the “BIG” conceptual projects that may not be in a State Rail Plan.
 Prepare a long-term funding and implementation plan to complete high priority
projects along the Corridor.
Expanding the Coalition:
• Corridor Leadership – Increased visibility and a collaborative approach to
influencing decisions on a federal level for top priority projects of Corridor
• Increased Education – To build recognition of the GNC and its importance to the
region and the nation
• Expand Membership by formalizing the organizational structure and operations
of the Coalition, establishing a funding mechanism for administrative support
and defining short- and long-range actions.
Expansion of Financing Methods
• Harmonize PPP legislation across states on the Corridor.
• Support the development of federal level funding options for Corridors of
National Significance.
• Analyze and develop innovative financing options for Corridor projects.

This list of Priority project types reflects the GNC Coalition’s vision, mission, and objectives. With this
revised list of Priority project type categories, the next step in the process is to establish the criteria to
“score” the projects. The project team used the initial project evaluation criteria developed by the GNC
Coalition in their MCOM-1 grant and RFP. The consultant team has worked with the ETAC to
confirm/refine (and weight) the criteria in accordance with Corridor goals and objectives.
The suggested project evaluation criteria in the project request for proposals included the following eight
criteria statements:
 Demonstrated commercial demand and need for a proposed improvement
 Volume of freight required to ensure an improvement’s long-term economic viability
 Engineering standards and design requirements for different types of freight infrastructure
 Operational viability, maintenance cost coverage, efficiency, safety, and security
 Performance criteria – including reducing congestion and improving traffic flow
 Economic development and land use benefits (e.g., jobs and supporting smart growth)
 Environmental considerations, including emissions
 Local support and consistency with transportation plans
The following project evaluation criteria were suggested additions to the initial list:
 Project readiness, including ROW purchases and environmental clearances completed
 Funding availability
 How does this project benefit the Corridor? Does the project address these questions?
o How much of the traffic is multi-modal?
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o
o
o
o

What is the project’s proximity to an intermodal facility?
Should it be considered a “top 10” Corridor project?
What problem does it solve?
Does it improve the capacity of the Corridor?

To evaluate the example projects identified under each project type, it was recommended that the GNCC
use the following methodology as a “pilot”. This will test the methodology and solidify the project
selection criteria/process for full use and implementation to prepare a prioritize project list. The
evaluation categories identified below have been designed to address a full range of public and private
benefits achieved from the potential investment in future multi-modal freight projects. Upon review, it
was decided that the criteria should be divided into two parts: a list of criteria that the project must have to
move forward to the scoring phase of the evaluation, and the actual scoring of the projects that meet the
initial project evaluation criteria for evaluation.
The project evaluation criteria that must be met to move a project forward to the project scoring phase
include the following:
A. Does the project have local support and/or is it in a transportation plan? Yes or No
For example:
 Does the sponsoring agency have funds into the projects?
 Is the project in a local transportation plan as well as in the State Transportation Plan?
B. Does the project meet engineering standards and design requirements? Yes or No
Including:
 Maintenance cost coverage
 Efficiency
 Safety and security requirements
The project evaluation criteria are summarized in Exhibit 3.
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Exhibit 3: Project Prioritization and Weighting
Project Evaluation Criteria
Economic Development

Examples Benefits/Evaluation Criteria







Environmental Benefits

Project Readiness

Mobility/Improves
Corridor Performance

Safety
































Assigned
Weight =100
25

Provides land use benefits
Creates jobs
Increases Tax revenues
Spurs economic growth
Demonstrates commercial demand, including volume
commitments for customers
Supports smart growth strategies of faster, more reliable
freight service
Provides improved rail access to industrial site
Enhances business access
Lowers shipping cost
Reduces fuel consumption
Reduces roadway congestion
Improves air quality
Reduces impacts on natural resources
Mitigates noise/vibration
Minimizes effects on environmental justice (EJ)
communities
Exceeds mitigation requirements
Completed environmental clearances
Achieved 90% designed
Final permits can be acquired within x days of funding
Obtained 75% Funding
Improves fluidity of rail Corridor by reducing delay by x minutes
Removes choke point
Improves system velocity
Reduces train delay, yard dwell time
Provides operational cost savings
Improves equipment utilization, increases assets utilization
Reduces congestion on the Corridor
Improves traffic flow on the Corridor
Improves road mobility by reducing at-grade conflicts
Meets/surpasses performance measures defined for the Corridor
Reduces road/rail conflicts
Reduces freight moved via highways
Improves emergency response access
Improves safety by enhancing current at–grade crossings with
consolidations, closures, enhanced signalization
Implements grade separation with consolidation and closure of
near-by at-grade crossings
Completes rail realignment to relocate rail movements outside of
city centers

15

20

40

25
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The project evaluation criteria and weightings were tested against the 10 capital projects of the 14 Tiger
VI Applications submitted by Coalition members in April 2014.
While testing of the methodology using the 10 TIGER VI capital project applications, each example
project has been assigned a rating using a qualitative assessment or an objective analysis of each project’s
expected performance. The following was the rating system used for each category:
•
•
•
•
•

High (10 points) (100%)
High-Medium (7 points) (75%)
Medium (5 points) (50%)
Low-Medium (3 points) (25%)
None/Not applicable (0 points)

These five ratings options were used to score each example project against each criterion (The assigned
score for each criterion was multiplied by the respective criteria weight). For each project, the respective
criterion scores were added together to form a total project benefit score. The maximum composite score
for a project was 1,250 points. An example is shown in Exhibit 4.

20

40

25

1,250

7

7

5

7

5

785

Total Possible Score

15

Safety

Project Readiness

25

Mobility Corridor
Performance

Environmental Benefits

Example

Economic Development
Wt. of
criteria

Exhibit 4: Example of Evaluation Criteria Matrix
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This chart is then turned into a graphic that displays the scoring of each category with a symbol as shown
in Exhibit 5.
Exhibit 5: Scoring Symbols
Score
Example symbol
High - 10 points=100%
Medium-High - 7 points=75%
Medium - 5 points=50%
Low-Medium - 3 points=25%
None/Not applicable - 0 points=0%
When scoring symbols are applied to project evaluation, the scoring matrix provides a quick visual
reference regarding how well the project aligns with Corridor goals and objectives (Exhibit 6).

Example

20

40

25

Total Possible Score

Project Readiness

15

Safety

Environmental Benefits

25

Mobility Corridor
Performance

Economic Development
Wt. of
criteria

Exhibit 6: Example of Project Evaluation Criteria Matrix Using Symbols

1,250
785

Comparing the project benefits as an implementation snapshot, as shown in Exhibit 7, may also help the
reader visualize the projects in relationship to each other. These illustrations of project benefits will be
displayed in a graph.
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Exhibit 7: Example Projects: Total Project Cost vs. Implementation Date

In the future, the Coalition may want to add filters when looking at the full potential list of projects. Such
filters could include the following:
Duration of Implementation:
To enhance/simplify the implementation snapshot for the full set of potential projects, it is recommended
that projects in the future be grouped into implementation periods such as the following:
 1-5 years
 6-10 years
 10+ years
This filter would allow the Coalition to focus on projects that could benefit the Corridor sooner, such as in
the short to intermediate time frame of 1-5 years, but still display the multitude of projects with their
respective implementation horizons.
Funding Gap Groups:
An additional filtering tool that may enable the Coalition to further understand the project’s funding when
looking at a larger list of projects involves grouping projects into segments by the amount of remaining
funding required to complete the project. The projects’ gaps could be grouped into the following ranges:
 Less than $5 million
 $5 million to $15 million
 $16 million to $50 million
 More than $50 Million
This could enable the Coalition to sort the projects into funding requirement groups to identify natural
breaks in the data and to leverage the smallest amount of funds over a larger group of projects.
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Chapter 3: Pilot Project Evaluation
The pilot projects used to test the methodology were selected from the applications submitted by
Coalition members in the Tiger VI grant funding round of April 2014. The Coalition members believe
that these ten projects fairly represent types of projects and scoring challenges that will be encountered by
the Coalition in the future when the Coalition attempts to prioritize all responsive projects on the Corridor
for future funding, when such funds become available. Due to the availability of data and the detailed
narrative provided by each Tiger applicant, a short summary paragraph as well as a two-page summary
has been prepared on each pilot project. Below is a short description of each project. A two-page project
summary for each capital project was developed and used in the pilot scoring evaluation of the
methodology. These summaries can be found in Appendix A.

GN C 2 0 1 4 Ra il T I GE R (VI) App lica t io n s
The U.S. Department of Transportation has been investing in freight transportation infrastructure through
the TIGER (Transportation Investments Generating Economic Recovery) discretionary grant program
since initiated by Congress in 2009. The Tiger program has dedicated over $4.1 billion in six rounds of
funding for projects that significantly affect the nation, a region, or a metropolitan area. In 2013 alone,
$474 million was granted to 52 transportation projects across 37 states. Of this, $123.4 million was
designated for projects in rural areas. TIGER funding has been appropriated on a year-by-year basis since
its inception. The program continued into 2014 because of its popularity and success. In September 2014,
the TIGER VI awards were announced. U.S. Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx announced that the
Department of Transportation would provide $600 million for 72 transportation projects in 46 states and
the District of Columbia from its TIGER 2014 program. The Department received 797 eligible
applications from 49 states, U.S. territories, and the District of Columbia, an increase from the 585
applications received in 2013. Overall, applicants requested 15 times the $600 million available for the
program, or $9 billion for needed transportation projects.
Agencies throughout the GNC Corridor have been active in competing for TIGER funding through
the program’s existence. Most recently, Coalition members supported the following TIGER grant
applications for the 2014 TIGER funding program. Exhibit 8 shows the location of the 14 TIGER
2014 (VI) applications used by the Coalition as a pilot to test the evaluation methodology.
Of the fourteen grant applications that were tested in the evaluation pilot test, one applicant (the Port of
Seattle) was successfully awarded a $20 Million capital grant for its Terminal 46 Modernization project.
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Exhibit 8: Map of 14 GNC Projects Submitted in TIGER VI

East Metro Rail Fluidity Project: BNSF/UP Grade Separation - St. Paul, Minnesota
This is a planning grant to perform engineering and environmental analysis for constructing a rail
grade separation of BNSF and Union Pacific rail lines. When completed, this project will relieve
congestion and improve rail capacity in the Minneapolis-St. Paul region of the Corridor. Total cost
for the planning phase for this project is $1.5 million (TIGER Planning request: $1 million)
S.E. Main Avenue/20th Street/21st Street Railroad Grade Separation Project - Moorhead, Minnesota
This project would construct three highway underpasses and construct a “wye” rail connection.
Constructing the project will improve Corridor regional freight rail and vehicular mobility. Estimated
project cost is $40 million (TIGER Capital request: $22 million).
Willmar Connection and Industrial Spur - Willmar, Minnesota
This project would construct a new rail connection and industrial spur. The project will provide greater
rail network fluidity and capacity, relieving rail congestion in the Twin Cities area and on the Corridor.
Estimated project cost is $50 million (TIGER Capital request: $17 million).
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Kalispell Rail Park - Kalispell, Montana
This project would construct a regional rail park, creating a location for existing businesses to
consolidate and expand operations and for new businesses to locate to the region and access the
Corridor. Total project cost is $24 million (TIGER Capital request: $9.9 million)
Connecting the Inland Pacific Hub Multimodal Centers to the Global Marketplace - Spokane,
Washington
The proposed project would replace worn rail, rebuild right-of-way, and rebuild seven at-grade crossings
along 6.9 miles of the state-owned CW Branch. These improvements will enable the CW Branch to
handle 286,000 pounds of gross weight on rails (GWOR) railcars and allow 25 miles per hour over the
rebuilt rail segment. The CW Branch connects to the Great Northern Corridor, providing the region
access to the national rail system and the global marketplace. Estimated project cost is $7.04 million
(TIGER Capital request: $6.04 million).
Northern Columbia Basin Rail - Moses Lake, Washington
This project increases rail access to manufacturers in north central Washington and will also support
military training that occurs in Moses Lake. The total planning phase of this project is $3 million (TIGER
Planning request: $3 million).
Port of Quincy Intermodal Terminal Infrastructure Expansion - Quincy, Washington
The project would expand the infrastructure at the Port of Quincy Intermodal Terminal to accommodate
the growing demand for temperature controlled domestic intermodal freight and to eliminate the
blockages of the Corridor when serving the port. The Port of Quincy is an inland port located on the Great
Northern Corridor. Estimated project cost is $18 million (TIGER Capital request: $16.2 million).
Skagit River Rail Bridge Replacement and Roadway Improvements - Burlington, Washington
This planning grant would perform planning, preliminary engineering design, and environmental
permitting to replace the Skagit River Rail Bridge and to conduct feasibility studies for local roadway/rail
improvements in the City of Burlington. The Skagit River Rail Bridge replacement has been identified as
a state and regional priority due to concerns arising from the flooding risk the debris accumulation at the
bridge poses to the community, to the movement of freight and passengers, and to the nearby I-5 highway
bridge. The Skagit River Rail Bridge is located between Seattle and Vancouver, British Columbia, a
primary north/south rail route on the Great Northern Corridor. Total planning phase of this project is $2
million (TIGER Planning request: $0.9 million).
Port of Seattle Terminal 46 Modernization - Seattle, Washington - Awarded $20 million
Terminal 46 (T46) is as an integral part of seaport operations, handling approximately 20 percent of the
Port’s container terminal volume. This project would allow a second Post-Panamax ship to berth at
Terminal 46. The Port of Seattle is one of the key ports on the Great Northern Corridor. Total project cost
is $70.1 million (TIGER Capital request: $21 million).
Port of Tacoma Terminal 4 Modernization - Tacoma, Washington
The planned upgrades to Pier 4, including new container cranes, will allow the terminal to increase
the size of ships it can handle to 18,000-TEU vessels, increasing cargo throughput capacity across
the pier from about 160,000 TEUs annually to an estimated 440,000 TEUs annually. The Port of
Tacoma is one of the key ports located on the Corridor. Estimated project cost is $141.4 million
(TIGER Capital request: $30 million).
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Port of Portland Marine Terminal Freight and Jobs Access Project - Portland, Oregon
The proposed project includes grade separating Rivergate Boulevard and an important rail lead in the
Port of Portland port complex. The project is located in the Rivergate Industrial District and includes two
of the port’s busiest marine terminals within the Portland metropolitan area. The Port of Portland is one
of the key port located on the Corridor. Estimated project cost is $26.8 million (TIGER Capital request:
$11.6 million).
Port of Longview SR 432 At-Grade Highway/Rail Crossing Elimination Project - Longview,
Washington
The planning grant would complete the planning, preliminary engineering, and environmental review to
grade separate SR 432, Oregon Way, in Longview, Washington. The Port of Longview is one of the key
port located on the Corridor. Total planning phase cost is $5.4 million (TIGER Planning request: $2.7
million).
North Portland and Peninsula Junction Passenger and Freight Rail Improvements Project - Portland,
Oregon
This project would reconfigure Union Pacific’s rail alignment that connects to the Great Northern
Corridor at North Portland and Peninsula Junction. The reconfiguration would allow freight train
speeds to increase to 25 mph from a current restricted speed of 10 mph, improving rail fluidity in the
Portland region. Total project cost is $12.5 million (TIGER Capital request: $10 million).
Pembina/Emerson Gateway Project (land port of entry) - Pembina, North Dakota
The Pembina-Emerson Port of Entry (POE), an international border crossing, is ranked fifth out of 120
ports in terms of trade value between the U.S. and Canada. The Emerson Port of Entry provides
northbound access from Pembina, North Dakota, into Canada. The Pembina Port of Entry provides
southbound access from Emerson, Manitoba, into the U.S. This project is for infrastructure improvements
of northbound access on Interstate-29 in North Dakota to the Canadian border to complete the final phase
of improvements for this essential international border crossing. Total project cost is $12.4 million
(TIGER Capital request: $7.6 million)

Application of Proposed Methodology
Using the methodology described in Chapter 2, the ten capital projects were ranked with the following
results, and shown in Exhibit 9 on the following page. The scores range from a high of 1,010 to a low of
510 points out of a total of 1,250 points available.
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Exhibit 9: Total Scores for Pilot Projects
Evaluation Criteria

2 S.E. Main Avenue/20th Street/21st Street
Railroad Grade Separation Project Moorhead, Minnesota
3 Willmar Connection and Industrial Spur Willmar, Minnesota

Economic Development

Environmental Benefits

Project Readiness

Mobility/Corridor
Performance

Safety

Total Score

Project Name

Wt. of
criteria

Project #

25

15

20

40

25

1,250
1,010
845

4 Kalispell/FCEDA Rail Park

800

5 Connecting the Inland Pacific Hub Multimodal
Centers to the Global Marketplace

700

7 Port of Quincy Intermodal Terminal
Infrastructure Expansion
9 Port of Seattle Terminal 46 Modernization

790
510

10 Port of Tacoma Pier 4 Upgrade

695

11 Port of Portland Marine Terminal Freight and
Jobs Access Project - Portland, Oregon
13 North Portland and Peninsula Junction
Passenger and Freight Rail Improvements
Project
14 Pembina/Emerson Gateway Project (land port
of entry)

725
905

785

Exhibit 10 displays the 10 pilot capital projects by Total Project Cost versus Completion Date using a
“bubble graph”. This format allows the reader to easily interpret how the projects rank relative to each
other in terms of cost and project completion. If they had been funded in the TIGER VI round, five
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projects could have been completed by the end of 2017. These five projects represent two Economic
Development projects, a First/Last Mile Improvement Project, and a Rail Capacity Enhancement Project.
Exhibit 10: Pilot Projects - Total Project Cost vs. Completion Date

Exhibit 11 displays the ranking of the projects based upon the project’s total score. Only one of the ten
projects scored over 925 points out of the total available 1,250 points (over 75 percent). This project is:


S.E. Main Avenue/20th Street/21st Street Railroad Grade Separation Project - Moorhead,
Minnesota

Project Project Name
#
2
13
3
4
7
14
5
10
11
9

Exhibit 11: Pilot Projects Ranked by Total Score
Project Type

Project
Cost

Total
Score

S.E. Main Avenue/20th Street/21st Street Railroad
Grade Separation Project - Moorhead, Minnesota
North Portland and Peninsula Junction Passenger and
Freight Rail Improvements Project
Willmar Connection and Industrial Spur - Willmar,
Minnesota
Kalispell/FCEDA Rail Park
Port of Quincy Intermodal Terminal Infrastructure
Expansion
Pembina/Emerson Gateway Project (land port of
entry)
Connecting the Inland Pacific Hub Multimodal
Centers to the Global Marketplace
Port of Tacoma Pier 4 Upgrade

Community Impact and
Safety Improvements
Rail Capacity
Enhancements
Community Impact and
Safety Improvements
Econ Dev
Econ Dev

$41.6

1,010

$12.5

905

$48.1

845

$24.0
$18.0

800
790

First/Last Mile
Improvements
Econ Dev

$12.4

785

$7.04

700

$141.4

625

Port of Portland Marine Terminal Freight and Jobs
Access Project - Portland, Oregon
Port of Seattle Terminal 46 Modernization

First/Last Mile
Improvements
Econ Dev

$26.8

725

$70.1

510

Econ Dev
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When the pilot projects are looked at as a group of projects that could be fully funded by a set amount of
money such as $50 million, this provides a different look at the pilot projects. Exhibit 12 displays the
pilot projects’ Funding Gap vs. Completion Date. If the Coalition had $55 million available today to fund
projects, five projects could be completed with that investment by the end of 2017. These projects include
one of the top rated two projects and four additional projects that are “construction ready” but have a
lower value at this time to increasing capacity/fluidity of the Corridor. An investment of this amount by
the Corridor would be a great demonstration of the Coalition’s ability to work together to construct capital
projects that will quickly improve the Corridor. These five projects do represent each of the four project
categories: Economic Development, Community Impact and Safety, First/Last Mile Improvements, and
Rail Capacity Enhancements.

Exhibit 12: Example Projects: Funding Gap vs. Completion Date

Scoring Observations
Coalition, the highest priority projects are those that remove/ improve choke points or eliminate mainline
delays. This being the case, the first test of the methodology should ask: Did projects that improve
efficiency on the mainline score high with the scoring process imposed upon the pilot group of projects?
Mobility/Corridor Performance
Due to the weighting of the criteria, projects that scored high in the Mobility/Corridor Performance
criterion that weighed 40 points were expected to achieve the highest rankings, as projects with these
attributes are viewed as most beneficial to the Corridor at this point of the Corridor’s development.
Under the Mobility/Corridor Performance criterion, projects needed to improve the fluidity of the
Corridor as a whole to achieve full points under this criterion.
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Thus, projects such as those sited on a short-line or at an end point such as a port did not/could not receive
full points in the Mobility/Corridor Performance criterion.
Economic Development and Safety
These criteria have each been given a weight of 25; although less than Mobility/Corridor Performance,
Economic Development and Safety are high priority objectives of the Coalition. Thus, projects that
received a high rating on this criterion also scored in the higher end of the project rankings.
Based on the initial review of the pilot, it was determined that the proposed evaluation methodology
sufficiently produces rankings that reflect a project’s current ability to meet the Coalition’s goals and
objectives. It must be noted that the reviewers realize that, as a project progresses toward construction, the
project will accrue additional points. Thus, every project should be reviewed annually or no less than
every two years to confirm its progress, to rescore, and to rank the projects.

TIGER VI Awards
In addition to the Port of Seattle receiving an award of $20 million for Terminal 46 Renovation, another
project on the Corridor was also awarded funding in this round of Tiger grants. The Interchange at U.S.
10/CSAH 83 Project was submitted by Anoka County, Minnesota. This project had not been submitted to
the Coalition nor to BNSF, requesting support in the recent Tiger round. Thus, it was not on our list of
potential projects that were evaluated in the pilot. The request was for $10 million in funding to complete
the $25.8 million project. The TIGER grant will pay for removing the signalized intersection at U.S.
10/CSAH 83 in Anoka County; constructing an interchange at U.S. 10/CSAH 83; constructing an
overpass over the BNSF Railway tracks; widening the CSAH 83 Corridor; constructing a sidewalk and
trail for pedestrian and bicycle use where no bicycle or pedestrian facilities currently exist; and closing
the non-signalized access points at Llama Street, Traprock Street, and private driveways along U.S. 10.
Benefits of the project include the following:




Reduces travel times and congestion for 36,000- 39,000 vehicles per day
Eliminates an unsafe intersection for pedestrians and bicyclists where four fatalities have
occurred since 2003
Improves emergency first responder times and access to medical facilities

This project is a great example of safety improvements as well as mobility improvements for the road
network.
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Chapter 4: Completion of the Project List Matrix
It has been decided for this phase of the project that an initial project list will be included in an appendix.
Before the scenario workshop in May, the consultant team collected projects from the eight state rail
plans. The initial matrix was populated, and the projects were plotted on a Corridor map. From the initial
review of these projects, it was determined that the projects were not well distributed along the Corridor
due to the limited data that was available from some of the State Rail Plans. Thus, a formal outreach was
made to the states to refine and edit the potential project list with any additional project lists that have
been recently released such as the Washington State Freight Plan. Please note that data is very limited on
most projects. To further refine this list into a more representative list, one option is to use the availability
of data as a first filter to determine project readiness. For example, in a recent review of the newly
released North Dakota Freight Plan, it has been noted that it does not contain a list of projects. Thus,
additional outreach was required from Coalition representatives and BNSF to help populate the potential
project list.
To complete the collection and review of the initial inclusive project list, the draft list of projects
separated by state were sent out to each state representative to review/verify the listed projects and
respective data, as well as add additional projects as needed. In this request to the state representatives,
help was requested from each state DOT to review the preliminary projects from their state. As noted,
Appendix G lists all projects collected showing the currently available data elements. This revised project
list only includes projects that meet the criteria of being within a county that is within 20 miles of the
Great Northern Corridor.
It is the Coalition’s intent to continue to update the list of projects as evaluation and project prioritization
occurs in future phases. As noted in Chapter 5, this phase of the project did not have the funds to develop
a list of the “BIG” Conceptual Corridor projects that have been on the drawing board for the last 20 years
and will probably take another 20-plus years to implement. It is suggested that Phase II address this issue.
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Chapter 5: Identification of GNC Potential
Initiatives
During the scenario workshop, each scenario group was asked to identify initiatives that they believed
would be helpful in meeting the Corridor’s vision under their respective scenario. These initiative ideas
have been listed in Tech Memo 3 by scenario. These initiatives were of a brainstorming nature. That
being the case, below is a draft summary of more defined initiative themes that were considered by the
Coalition as initiatives to be further developed and analyzed in Phase II.

Consistent Themes among the Four Scenarios:
Achieving national recognition of the Corridor as a Corridor of National Significance
Although the Corridor of National Significance is no longer an active designation under current federal
legislation, a current program does exist that the Coalition should consider.
Section 1301 of the Safe, Accountable, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
(SAFETEA-LU) originally established a program to provide grants to States for Projects of National and
Regional Significance (PNRS) to improve the health and welfare of the national economy. Under current
legislation, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21 st Century Act (MAP-21) Section 1120, the PNRS
program was amended to reflect current transportation issues, as well as emerging partnerships, but,
unfortunately, this program currently does not have available project funding. One of the amendments
includes expanded applicant eligibility to multi-state or multi-jurisdictional groups.


Corridor Advocacy Program – Working with local, state, and federal delegations to get the
GNC formally recognized and designated as a Public Facility of national significance from the
perspective of social, economic, and strategic defense. The Corridor Advocacy Program should
include individual strategies for local, state and federal outreach. The Corridor Advocacy
Program needs to be coordinated across the entire membership and geographic areas served by
the GNC.

Harmonizing policies and regulations across federal, state, and local agencies, as well as harmonization
of regulations/policies along the Corridor (especially if it can be designated as a Corridor of National
Significance or other related national designation)
Advancing Corridor-wide Planning, including the following:


Identifying technological advancements to improve the efficiency of train operations.



Improving multi-modal linkages, especially north and south to support the Rail Corridor, as
well as first and last mile connections.
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Developing a Corridor-wide environmental planning document that can be incorporated into
an individual project environmental analysis, allowing many of the review steps to be completed
once rather than repeated for every project on the Corridor. This could be a Tier I EIS or Planning
and Environmental Linkage study that defines the purpose and need and other elements of
environmental review for the Corridor as a whole, then could be used as a base for project
specific environmental review.



Developing a programmatic approach to prioritize and fund grade crossing improvement.

Expanding the Coalition by:


Formalizing the Corridor Coalition Organizational Structure – Develop a recommendation
for a sustainable organizational structure that will carry the Corridor Coalition into the future.
Review other similar organizations and put together multiple options for consideration. This is a
first step priority and must be accomplished as soon as possible to take the GNC to the next level.



Creating a Corridor Coalition Executive Leadership Team – Develop a recommendation for a
Corridor Coalition Executive Leadership team that will increase the visibility of the Coalition and
facilitate a collaborative approach to influencing decisions on local, state, and federal levels for
top priority projects and initiatives of the Corridor, in coordination with the Corridor Advocacy
Program and the Corridor Marketing Program.



Instituting a Corridor Coalition Marketing Program – Identify opportunities to market
memberships and sponsorships to build the Coalition’s support both financially and politically.
Targets for funding and membership numbers need to be set and met and should be reviewed
regularly by the Corridor Executive Leadership Team.



Increasing Education – Provide recommendations on how to develop a program(s) and materials
that will build recognition of the GNC and its importance to the nation. These programs and
materials can be used by the Advocacy Program and the Marketing Program to further promote
the Corridor at the local, state, and federal levels, as well as with interested stakeholders.



Expanding Membership – Develop recommendations of possible membership structures and
tiers that analyze both a narrow band and wide band approach to help expand the Coalition’s
effectiveness in terms of numbers of invested stakeholders, as well as provide a funding source to
help cover Corridor operating expenses and project support.

Expanding financing methods/unified Corridor investment program to:


Harmonize PPP legislation across states on the Corridor.



Support the development of federal level funding options for Corridors of national
significance.



Analyze and develop innovative financing options for Corridor projects.
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Recommended Initiatives to Move Forward into Phase
II for Further Development
The following initiatives identified at the scenario workshop are recommended for consideration by the
Coalition to be developed into full initiatives in Phase II:






Grade Crossing Safety and Mobility Initiative
Corridor-Wide Environmental Planning Initiative
Comprehensive Corridor Project List
Unified Corridor Investment Program
An Advocacy and Marketing Program for the GNC

Each initiative is described below.
Grade Crossing Safety and Mobility Initiative -Develop a programmatic, Corridor approach to
identify, prioritize, and fund grade crossing improvements such as closures, consolidations,
and separations.
The Corridor Coalition recognizes the importance of rail transportation’s role in a growing economy, but
the members of the Coalition also acknowledge the concerns of adjacent communities along the Corridor.
These concerns include noise, lighting and air quality, and safety and congestion impacts at rail at-grade
crossings. As both road and rail traffic volumes increase, it is likely public concerns will also grow along
the Corridor. The Coalition may want to consider its role in this issue.
It is anticipated that increases in rail and vehicular traffic will result in increased delays at local at-grade
crossings and that communities along the Corridor will experience increased levels of congestion and
noise. Many local impacts can be addressed through a variety of operational measures and capital
investments such as crossing closures, quiet zones, and grade separations. It needs to be recognized that
grade separations are to improve vehicle mobility in response to vehicle delays versus a safety
improvement.
The Great Northern Corridor has over 2,300 public, at-grade railroad/street crossings. Improving safety
and efficiency for cars, trucks, and trains is critical at these intersections. A methodology was created to
assess all 2,323 crossings to identify crossing safety improvement candidates. This methodology provided
a system-level view of potential crossing changes that would identify candidates for
closure/consolidation, candidates for signalization upgrades, and candidates for grade
separation. Experience has shown that exposure, which is the product of AADT (Annual Average Daily
Traffic) and the number of trains traveling that section of rail per day is a good measure to rank potential
crossing improvements. The Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook – Revised Second Edition
2007 includes a Chapter entitled “Selection of Alternatives” that provides exposure number guidelines for
crossing closures and grade separations. This chapter was developed by a Technical Working Group
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established by the USDOT that included the representation of highway agencies, railroad companies and
authorities, and governmental agencies involved in developing and implementing policies, rules, and
regulations. These exposure number guidelines will be the starting point to prioritize crossing safety
candidates. The additional use of FRA’s Web-Based Accident Prediction System (WBPAS) introduces
the influence of past and predicted crossing crash statistics. Using BNSF’s “Near Miss” reports will
provide a rail operations perspective of crossings warranting a review of possible crossing
improvements. Following this methodology will produce three lists of grade crossings that are candidates
for closure and consolidation and for grade separation. The next step will be to use qualitative information
and stakeholder outreach to further identify the most suitable crossings for the three categories of safety
improvements.
It is important that, as the Corridor moves forward in refining a methodology for recommending safety
mobility improvements, the Coalition consider a methodology that not only identifies urban crossings but
also rural crossings that are heavily affected by an at-grade crossing that splits the respective community.
The challenge will remain funding potential improvements and the respective responsibilities/authority of
the multiple entities involved in the decision process. It is especially important, for example, in
recommending a signalization upgrade, as current responsibility is assigned to the respective state
highway departments or road authorities. The Coalition will work with each state to provide assistance to
improve safety at highway-rail crossings and not interfere with current state responsibilities.
Closure/Consolidation
For crossing closure/consolidation candidates, the “Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook –
Revised Second Edition 2007” uses the FRA track class and crossing region type (urban or rural) to
classify exposure number guidelines. The guidelines as summarized in Exhibit 13.
Exhibit 13: Grade Crossing Closure Candidate Criteria
FRA Track Class 1, 2, or 3 (Short or Regional
FRA Track Class 4 or 5 (BNSF
Lines)
Mainlines)
<AADT Spacing

Adverse Travel

<AADT Spacing

Adverse Travel

Urban

500

0.25

0.5

1000

0.25

0.75

Rural

50

0.5

1.5

100

1

3

The closure/consolidation of redundant crossings is difficult to identify on a system basis, as accessibility
and adverse travel for low volume crossings are key items needing to be addressed. For the selection of
candidates on a system-wide basis, the spacing of crossings will be used to measure alternate access, and
adverse travel will not be measured or incorporated. The measure of access and adverse travel are tools to
be used to further evaluate each individual closure/consolidation candidate.
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This methodology identified 162 grade crossings as closure/consolidation candidates. A table of the GNC
closure/consolidation candidates is available in Appendix C. This list can be further refined, with many
crossings likely eliminated from the list. This is because crossings that are below the exposure guidelines
but near one another would both appear on the list, but in reality only one would be eligible for closure.
Signalization
The “Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook – Revised Second Edition 2007” uses a crossing
exposure of 5,000 in urban areas and 4,000 in rural areas to select candidates for upgrade from passive
signage to active warning systems. These candidates can be further evaluated using the FRA--WBPAS
Predicted Collisions/Year and the BNSF Near Miss report, as well as qualitative information.
This methodology identified 136 grade crossings as active signal upgrade candidates. A table of the GNC
active signal upgrade candidates is available in Appendix D.
Grade Separations
The “Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook – Revised Second Edition 2007” uses two sets of
exposure guidelines for grade separation consideration, one for freight rail and one for passenger rail. The
freight rail exposure is 1,000,000 for urban areas and 250,000 for rural areas. The passenger rail exposure
is 800,000 for urban areas and 200,000 for rural areas. While the GNC has only a few long-distance
AMTRAK trains/day, generally two, it is still appropriate to use the reduced crossing exposure
numbers. These candidates can be further evaluated using the FRA--WBPAS Predicted Collisions/Year
and the BNSF Near Miss report, as well as qualitative information.
This methodology identified 24 grade crossings as grade separation candidates. A table of the GNC active
grade separation candidates is available in Appendix E. Exhibit 14 summarizes the grade separation
criteria as identified by FRA in its handbook Railroad- Highway-Grade Crossing Handbook.
Exhibit 14: Grade Separation Candidate Criteria
Posted
Max Train
Total Number
Highway
Speed
of Trains/day
Speed
Designated Interstate Highway System
<AADT

Exposure Accident
Prediction

Urban

100,000

70 mph

110 mph

150 +

1,000,000

0.5

Rural

50,000

70 mph

110 mph

150+

250,000

0.5

Designated National Highway System
Urban

50,000

70 mph

100 mph

75 +

500,000

0.2

Rural

25,000

70 mph

100 mph

75+

125,000

0.2
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Only one GNC grade crossing nears these criteria. As can be seen in Appendix E, the crossing with the
highest exposure is N.W. Front Street in Portland, Oregon. This crossing currently has an estimated 65
trains per day, an accident predication rate of 0.0465, 69,300 Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT), and
an exposure rate of 4,504,500.
At this time, insufficient funds are available, either through federal or state programs, to sustain any type
of grade separation programs. One initiative that the GNC may want to pursue in Phase II is a Corridorwide methodology for prioritizing grade crossings for potential grade separation. Appendix F shows
examples of programs from other states that may be helpful in developing this initiative. The examples
include highlights of programs from Texas, California, Illinois, and Ohio that share similar combinations
of risk factors that may lead to more highway-rail grade crossing incidents. These states have extensive
rail networks with high rail traffic volumes coexisting in states with high populations, vehicle traffic, and
numbers of drivers and vehicles. This information is included in the Appendix F.
Corridor-Wide Environmental Planning Initiative – Explore and develop a strategy to develop a
Corridor environmental planning document that would help to expedite permitting for
stakeholder projects along the Corridor.
Members of the Coalition have discussed developing a Corridor-wide environmental planning
initiative. Although not yet refined, the discussion has centered on the concept of preparing a Corridor
Tier I EIS or some other documentation that will reduce the burden on each project as the project goes
through its respective environmental review processes. The discussion is whether the Coalition could
prepare a Corridor-wide planning document that could then be referenced by all subsequent projects on
the Corridor. This would provide consistency and possibly reduce the overall cost of developing
environmental documents.
General description of a Corridor Tier I EIS – A lead agency would use a two-tiered process. A Tier I EIS
would analyze the potential socio-environmental impacts along a general corridor but would not identify
the exact location where the action would occur. A Tier I Record of Decision would be issued to approve
the general area where the action would be implemented. Following the Tier I ROD, the approved Tier I
area is further broken down into subareas, and a Tier II EIS is then prepared for each subarea to identify
the exact location where the proposed action will take place. The Tier II EIS for each subarea is prepared
at its own pace, independent from the other subareas within the Tier I area.
The ETAC held a conference call in August to discuss a list of questions on this topic. The discussion
focused on the following list of questions to increase the mutual understanding of the topic discussion on
this topic.




Is the above general description what we envision we would accomplish with a Corridorwide planning document?
Is this the correct terminology for this effort?
How would we define the scope of the Corridor? What infrastructure is included – rail,
ports, terminals/facilities, industrial parks, roads?
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How would this benefit the Corridor and its stakeholders? What projects could use this
Tier I document - grade separations, port improvements, road improvements, first/last
mile connections?
What are the disadvantages?
How would this effort sync with individual states along the Corridor and their
requirements? Is it necessary that each state sign-off on the approach/document?
How would it affect existing EIS documents or EISs that are under way?
How long would a Corridor Tier I EIS take and how much will it cost?
What else should be considered?
Do we want to pursue this is a potential initiative that will be evaluated further in Phase
II?
Is a Planning and Environmental Linkage study a better alternative to a Tier I EIS?

At the end of the discussion, it was apparent that many opinions exist among participants regarding
whether a planning process of this type is either feasible or has the support of the members.
To try to further describe the concept, the team has included a description from practices that are
occurring in California that might help to inform the discussion on this type of Corridor-wide planning
effort.
Options to Minimizing Delays for New Facility Development
When a private freight railroad constructs improvements on its own property, in most circumstances it is
exempt from National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and state environmental review
requirements. In this example, for a California project, the project would be exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review requirements. However, both Class I railroads and short lines
are now increasingly involved in public-private partnership projects such as building first/last mile
projects on public lands. Example of these projects include improving access to public ports, adding new
terminals in areas where private land is difficult to acquire, and creating logistics parks aimed at
encouraging economic development. The environmental review process for all projects can be long and
arduous, but, for these types of projects, this is especially true.
Several cases involve projects in and around POLA and POLB. In response, the Southern California
National Freight Gateway Collaboration has been evaluating potential adjustments to environmental
review procedures that would continue to protect the integrity of the environmental review process as
well as streamline the process through interagency coordination and early consultation. Under this
proposed rule change, Caltrans will participate in these collaborative discussions with the California EPA,
the ARB, and federal resource agencies to develop streamlined procedures that will continue to protect
public health and safety but that will also meet the state’s mobility and economic development objectives.
This is the type of process that some members of the Coalition would like to try to replicate along the
GNC. It is understood that this will be a challenge, and many stories exist of failed attempts of just such a
process.
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Comprehensive Corridor Project List – Develop a comprehensive project list that would catalog
and categorize Corridor projects.
Under Phase I of this project, the Coalition has collected an initial list of projects from currently published
rail plans. Unfortunately, the Coalition recognizes that this list is incomplete primarily due to the fact that
most of the published State Rail Plans do not have inclusive project lists. In addition, in many of these
published plans, even when a project is identified on a list, the information on the project is limited and
may not include estimated project costs or an implementation date. Another challenge is that many longterm costly projects, otherwise known as “BIG projects,” are so large and complicated to implement that
these projects are only in the conceptual stage with limited if any preliminary engineering. Examples of
these “BIG” or conceptual projects include the following:
Single Track Expansion Projects:
 Replacing Lake Pend Oreille Rail Bridge
 Replacing/expanding the Skagit River Rail Bridge
Major Tunnel Expansions:
 Crowning tunnels along the Corridor to allow for movement of double stack containers
 Replacing or expanding snow sheds along the Corridor that currently constrain large
dimensional shipments
First/Last Mile Access:
 Expanding Bullfrog Junction at the Port of Tacoma
It is recommended that Phase II include identifying a Comprehensive Project List, which also includes
identifying these conceptual “BIG” projects. The Comprehensive Project List should include a high-level
cost estimate and implementation schedule for each listed project. Currently, many of the states on the
Corridor lack a cohesive list of well-developed projects that are ready for the final phase of funding.
Instead, either a list of projects does not exist or a list has a project identified by name and location, with
maybe a project description but only very limited additional project details.
The Coalition will need to develop this inclusive detailed list of projects from all states on the Corridor’s
boundaries. This list will be necessary to enable the project evaluation process developed under this Phase
to be most effective. This detailed list can then be used as the initial basis upon which to prepare the
Corridor-wide project evaluations and rankings based on the project evaluation methodology developed in
this Phase.
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Unified Corridor Investment Program – Explore and develop funding strategies to fund GNC
Corridor projects.
Completing the priority projects on the Corridor will required a unified Corridor Investment Program
perhaps funded creatively from seed money collected among the Coalition members and their respective
stakeholders. A model that could be reviewed for applicability was one used by the Puget Sound Region
to develop a group of infrastructure projects across multiple jurisdictions.
The Freight Action STrategy for the Everett-Seattle-Tacoma Corridor (FAST Corridor) is a partnership of
26 local cities; counties; ports; federal, state, and regional transportation agencies; railroads; and trucking
interests intent on solving freight mobility problems with coordinated solutions.
They have shared information and funding resources—sometimes shifting funds from projects that were
delayed to those that were ready to begin—to benefit the program as a whole. Because of this team
approach, projects were built that otherwise might never have been completed. Since 1998, the partners
have identified and assembled $568 million of public and private funding to build nine strategic
infrastructure improvements and to start four more.
As seen in the section above pertaining to grade separations, a multitude of state and federal funding
programs can be used to fund multimodal projects around the United States. The scope for this memo
does not allow descriptions of these programs to be included. As an initiative moving forward, the GNC
may want to review work products developed under the Transportation Research Board’s research panels,
especially those projects funded under the National Cooperative Rail Research Program (NCRRP) such as
NCRRP 07-01 Alternative Financing Approaches for Passenger and Freight Rail Projects and NCRRP
07-03 Inventory of State Passenger and Freight Rail Programs. This project includes an inventory of both
state and federal funding programs that will be a good reference for this future discussion.
Coalition Advocacy and Marketing Program for the GNC – Develop and implement a strategy to
expand the Coalition membership and formalize the advocacy role of the Coalition.
To grow and strengthen the Coalition, a more formalized structure, including administering and funding
the organization, should be developed. This could be similar to the I-95 Corridor Coalition or other
Corridor Coalitions in concept.
Once the structure and near- and long-term initiatives are identified, active growth for the Coalition can
begin. The following strategies should be considered and advanced:


Create a Corridor Advocacy Program – Working with local, state, and federal delegations to
get the GNC formally recognized and designated as an Essential/Strategic Public Facility that is
of national significance from the perspective of social, economic, and strategic defense. The
Corridor Advocacy Program should include individual strategies for local, state,, and federal
outreach. The Corridor Advocacy Program needs to be coordinated across the entire membership
and geographic areas served by the GNC.
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Formalize the Corridor Coalition Organizational Structure – Develop a recommendation for
a sustainable organizational structure that will carry the Corridor Coalition into the future.
Review other similar organizations, and put together multiple options for consideration. This is a
first step priority and must be accomplished as soon as possible to take the GNC to the next level.



Create a Corridor Coalition Executive Leadership Team – Develop a recommendation for a
Corridor Coalition Executive Leadership Team that will increase visibility of the Coalition and
facilitate a collaborative approach to influencing decisions on local, state, and federal levels for
top priority projects and initiatives of the Corridor, in coordination with the Corridor Advocacy
Program and the Corridor Marketing Program.



Develop a Corridor Coalition Marketing Program – Identify opportunities to market
memberships and sponsorships to build the Coalition’s support both financially and politically.
Targets for funding and membership numbers need to be set and met and should be reviewed
regularly by the Corridor Executive Leadership Team.



Increase Education – Provide recommendations on how to develop a program(s) and materials
that will build recognition of the GNC and its importance to the nation. These programs and
materials can be used by the Advocacy Program and the Marketing Program to further promote
the Corridor at the local, state, and federal levels, as well as with interested stakeholders.



Expand Membership – Develop recommendations of possible membership structures and tiers
that analyze both a narrow band and a wide band approach to help expand the Coalition’s
effectiveness in terms of numbers of invested stakeholders, as well as to provide a funding source
to help cover Corridor operating expenses and project support.
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